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colour trending

T urtlenecks have been a staple piece for the 
cooler months of Fall for decades. First worn in 
1860’s by polo players and then throughout the 
19th century by people of the working class. At 

times referred to as the ‘polo neck’, it's now more 
commonly known as the turtleneck. This wardrobe 
staple soon transferred to equally a womenswear staple 
as they add not only extra warmth, but also class. 
Paired with casual pieces, it easily elevates any look. 
Designer Sara Cavazza Facchini plays with an 
array of different textures when designing Genny’s 
ready-to-wear Fall 2020 collection. From fitted suit 
co-ordinates to wrap coats and extremely oversized 
fur coats. One design that caught our eye in this 

collection was this white turtleneck dress. With 
short and angled bell sleeves, a high neckline and 
a flowy a-line skirt, it successfully highlights the 
classiness of this whole collection. All in a warm-
white wash similar to Resene Quarter Spanish White. 
Put together with a pair of sleek black boots and an 
oversized satin scarf in a matching colourway adds 
depth to this flowy layered ensemble effortlessly.
Angela Missoni’s design for Missoni’s Fall 2020 
collection sees inspiration from geometric shapes 
and elements. Straight lines, silhouettes and cuts in 
maroon, seafoam green and blue grace the stage in 
this collection. The interesting colour combinations, 
however, draws our attention towards the geometric 

shapes and patterns seen on these garments instead. 
This outfit sees an explosion of pattern and colour. 
The slouchy jacket has a busy yellow, blue and black 
triangular patchwork pattern all throughout. Paired 
with a spotty-patterned loose pant in similar colours 
to match. The seafoam green and navy striped 
turtleneck brings together these two loud pieces, as it 
incorporates a complementary green hue, similar to 
Resene Freelance. 
Elegant and chic describes Ermanno Scervino’s 
Fall collection perfectly this year. From beautifully 
embroidered coats to fitted suits and full-length 
dainty occasion dresses. With most of this collection 
in a black and white colour palette, we see pops 

of green and red show up every now and then. 
Specifically, this deep plum tone seen in this 
turtleneck knit. The neckline of this turtleneck 
however is higher than most, reaching all the way up 
to the ears, keeping as much warmth in as possible. 
Paired with a sparkly sequin skirt and elegant black 
heels, it completes this casual but dressed-up look, 
with the gorgeous deep plum hue akin to Resene 
Salsa. 
Agnona designer, Simon Holloway, showcased a 
minimal collection of menswear and womenswear for 
Fall 2020. With looks in neutral hues of caramel, light 
blues, stone whites and greys, it allows us to focus on 
the cut and silhouette of each look even closer. This 

ensemble in particular is presented in one singular 
caramel wash. The slouchy full-length knit dress 
incorporates an extreme drop-shoulder sleeve with a 
high loose turtleneck. The warm tone of this look is 
similar to Resene Swiss Caramel.  
Design duo Stefano Citron and Federico Piaggi’s Fall 
2020 collection for Piazza Sempione is inspired by 
Anjelica Huston’s style from the 70’s. This collection 
proves to be a more commercial offering for the brand 
with garments showing a mix between elegance and 
femininity. This layered look in a light white and 
beige palette sees different variations of the simple 
grid pattern. Layered under a fitted blazer we see a 
loose-fit turtleneck, effortless and cosy. This simple 

layering technique allows the turtleneck knit peek 
out from the cuffs as well as being able to completely 
transform the neckline of this look; with the 
turtleneck in a shade like Resene White Pointer. 
Boss’ ready-to-wear Fall 2020 collection saw an 
array of cohesive hues ranging from burnt oranges, 
bright lilacs through to sandy neutrals and navy. 
This collection saw various structured suits, long-line 
coats with a multitude of layered looks. This extreme 
turtleneck sweater in a deep terracotta hue is paired 
perfectly with a midi-length patchwork satin skirt. 
The contrast in textures in this look brings magic to 
this otherwise casual pairing, with the turtleneck in a 
tone like Resene Raging Bull. 
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